REQUIRED MATERIALS:
The following is a list of supplies required for your German course in addition to the books on the bookstore website. These items are required to help you better develop organizational and planning skills as well as to allow for improved assessment and evaluation of performance and progress. Please show this list to your parents and arrange to have these items in class no later than Freitag 13. September

1. Two **GREEN** ballpoint pens or felt-tip markers. This color pen will be used for self-correction of homework and other assignments and is requested for uniformity. I recommend buying several in case you lose one or the ink runs out.

2. Several black or blue pen or black pencil to complete homework assignments. I recommend pencils since they erase easier.

3. $10 (5 for a future field trip and $5 for the National German Test from the AATG)

4. A three-ring binder with lots of loose-leaf paper and four dividers. I ask that you get such a binder to help keep your materials organized and all in one place. I will either copy items onto paper with holes already punched in them or will make a hole puncher available to the class.

Your should keep four sections in your binder:
* **Personal Dictionary** (a section for new vocabulary)
* **Work in-progress** (a section for current assignments)
* **Reference** (a section for notes and handouts)
* **Completed Work** (a section for returned assignments)

RECOMMENDED MATERIALS:
1. One flash drive (external storage device) for moving files around

2. Note cards, preferably in three different colors. This system is good for creating homemade flash cards for learning nouns in German. You can use the first color for the masculine nouns (*der*), the second color for neuter nouns (*das*), and the third color for the feminine nouns (*die*).

   Naturally, you can use the note cards to learn other parts of speech such as verbs, adjectives, etc.

3. A card file container for your note cards with dividers to store your flash cards by category or unit

* Please note that I may require additional items at a later point, but will give you plenty of advanced notice.